II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Feature Extraction Using Linear Predictive Coding
The feature extraction is the method or technique that is used to extract the relevant information from speech signal which is discriminative and more constant than original speech signal. Linear predictive coding (LPC) is also called as Autoregressive model. This method is used to compress the speech signal for efficient transmission and storage. For efficient speech signal features Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) are generally used and it is widely used in various areas such as extraction of speech features, speech analysis and user recognition. Prediction of linear is a method or technique which is used for estimation of spectral and it provides the estimate of the poles (formants) of the vocal tract transfer function. The LPC encodes the speech signal by calculating the formants and removing their unwanted sound from the speech signal and finally calculating the frequency and intensity of remaining buzz. Every speech sample can be approximated as a linear combination of a few past speech signals through LPC coding. The linear prediction technique provides reliable, robust and accurate method for calculating the parameters. The LPC algorithm is shown in figure 2. 
Calculating Autocorrelation Features
If we assume x(a, b) is the additive noise, v(a, b) is the speech signal of sound-free, h(n) indicates impulse response of the channel, and then the noised speech signal y(a, b) will be written as
Where * indicates the convolution operation, b indicates discrete time index of the frame, N shows frame length of speech, a indicates the index of frame. Number of frames is denoted by M. If x(a, b), v(a, b) and h(n) will be treated as uncorrelated. Feature of the autocorrelation of noised speech sample is given as: cyy (b, k) = cxx(a, k)*h(k) *h(k) + cvv(a, k) 0 ≤ a ≤ M −1, 0 ≤ k ≤ N −1, Where cyy (a, k) , cxx(a, k) and cvv (a, k ) are the short-time autocorrelation sequences of the noised speech, very clean speech and noise respectively and k denoted by index of autocorrelation sequence within each frame. So that additive noise is assumed to be a stationary. The one-sided autocorrelation sequence of each frame will be estimated by using an unbiased estimator. But, for its calculation, may use a biased estimator. For the calculation of one-sided autocorrelation sequence the unbiased and biased estimators are used and given below: Figure 3 represents the speech signal sample and magnitude of autocorrelation spectrum and magnitude of differentiated autocorrelation spectrum for the same signal The basic effects of autocorrelation feature of noise on transparent (no disturbance) voice signal of autocorrelation are on its lower lags. So that removing the lower lags of the autocorrelation of disturb speech signal must gives to removing of components of main disturb speech signal. Autocorrelation's maximum index to be removed and that is found experimentally. Once the calculation of autocorrelation features has done then next is description of speech signal and its feature values are explained. A speech signal is given as input to Autoregressive model from which 228 features are extracted from each command. The trained network is loaded and simulates the extracted features. This gives the match of command and activation of operations of power point applications. At very first step, speech sample acquisition is performed and given as input for preprocessing step, further for each command 228 autocorrelation features using LPC coefficients are extracted. For each user, all four commands are used for training phase. The following table describes the speech signal of particular command and their features. The sample input command and their associated autocorrelation features are depicted in table 1. Table 1 Voice sample commands of a speaker and its autocorrelation features using LPC coefficient From each speaker, take the 100 voice commands as input and perform the preprocess step, further extract the 22800 autocorrelation features using LPC method and train on those samples using BPNN and stored into database. Later, start to give voice command for testing so that if command is matched or found then it's considered to be recognized and operations of power point application get activated. In the proposed system, there are four commands like One, Two, Three and Four and One corresponds to open power point, two corresponds to add slide, three corresponds to Add image and Four corresponds to quit ppt.
B.
Recognition Using Artificial Neural Network The Artificial Neural Network is the biologically scoped classification algorithm. It is made up of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements i.e. neurons. In this paper, Back propagation neural network method is used for recognition of speech command.
Back propagation neural network is nothing but, a large number of simple elements i.e. neuron. Those are called as processing units and organized into several layers. Each layer consists of units and the previous layers are connected by all the units of present layer. But, all these connections may not be equal and each connection between units won't have a different weight/ strength. Connections associated with weights are encoded the knowledge of network. Neural networks consist of number of units those are called as nodes. Enters of data are at the inputs and passes through layer by layer in the network, till it comes at the outputs. There is no feedback between layers when it acts as a classifier for normal operation. Therefore, they are known as Feed forward neural networks. Back propagation means that common method through which networks will be trained. It takes the algorithm and changes the weights of network so that when training is finished, it results with required output for a particular input. Training method is the process through which the weight matrix of a neural network is automatically adjusted in order to produce expected results. Neural networks are usually nonlinear function with basic equation is F(x, w)=y, where in x indicates input vector represented to the network and weights of network is denoted by w and y indicates the respected output vector that is predicted by network. First vector's weight w is ordered by layer and then ordered by elements/neurons and finally it is by weights of every neuron and its bias. A simple neural network is shown in figure  4 . which allow the signal to travel in only one direction i.e. from input to output. The basic Back propagation algorithm consists of 3 steps:
1. Input layer is given by input pattern which are propagated through the network, till those pattern reach the output units. Predicted output pattern will be produced from forward pass.
2. The preferred outputs are fed as a part of training vector. The error signal is produced by subtracting the outputs of actual network from desired outputs.
3. An error signal is origin in back propagation step and those are passed back through the neural networks. The weights of connection are adjusted and neural network has now "learned" from an experience.
For the proposed neural network, total of 228 nodes in an input layer (I), It estimates number of features fed as input to train the network, number of nodes in output layer (O) is 4,it determines a matching of certified speakers command.
The number of nodes in hidden layer (n) will be calculated by input and output layer as shown in below equation.
From gradient descent method, the algorithm of back propagation provides the minimum of the error function in weight space. The combination of weights which will minimize the error function that is considered as a solution for learning problem. So that this method requires estimation of gradient of the error function at each and every iteration step, it should give the guarantee that continuity and differentiability of error function, the composite function produced by interconnected perceptrons are discontinuous. One of the more popular activation functions for back propagation networks are the sigmoid, a real function Sc: IR (0, 1), it is defined by following expression Sc(x) = 1/1+e -cx Let c will be constant and it is selected arbitrarily and reciprocal of c i.e. 1/c is known as temperature parameter in stochastic neural networks. When the value of c changes then shape of the sigmoid also changes.
Proposed Speech Recognition System
In the Proposed speech recognition system, It is preprocesses all the speech samples and extracts the 5700 autocorrelation features (25*228) from each command using LPC coefficients. Further from these unique features, ANN is trained using BPNN. For each person, total of 22800 features (100 samples * 228 features) obtained and trained using Back propagation neural network. The developed system is tested from speaker by giving input commands to analyze the accuracy result with each person. The following figure 5. Shows the proposed speech recognized system for desktop application. 
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
Initially MFCC method has considered developing speech recognition system but there were some issues such as less accuracy, it was difficult to face removal of voice and silence so on. Therefore finally LPC method is selected In the proposed system, there are three speech/voice sample databases, each database is composed of 100 commands from a particular speaker uttering the commands like "ONE',"TWO","THREE" and "FOUR", for each command 25 times in English language. When speaker says command "ONE", then power point application will open with named test.pptx (filename),when says command "TWO" then new slide is added in same application, when command "THREE" is said then new image is added and finally when speaker says command "FOUR" then quit the power point application. These commands characterize unique features which then allow the Artificial Neural Network to differentiate individual commands with maximum accuracy. It is preprocesses all the speech samples and extracts the 17100 autocorrelation features (25*228) from each command using LPC coefficients. Further from these unique features, ANN is trained using BPNN. The test voice sample command is given as input from particular speaker, then follows preprocessing and feature extraction step. Next the extracted features are matched with trained ANN and if match is found, then corresponding operation of power point application will get activated. And finally the speaker can exit from the proposed system.
A. Performance measure of speech recogniyion system
The performance measure of speech recognition system can be determined by two parameters: The Rate of Correct Recognition (CRR) and Rate of False Acceptance (FAR). The Rate of Correct Recognition (CRR) is the ratio of number of correctly recognized command from the speaker to the total number of authorized speaker's commands.
CRR= *100%
The Rate of False Acceptance (FAR) is the ratio of number of incorrectly recognized authorized speaker to total number of speaker's commands.
FAR= *100%
The experimental results for each command wise accuracy for static speaker using speech recognition system for desktop application are tabulated and depicted below in Table 2 . Table 2 Performance of Speaker in terms of accuracy of each command in static
The overall recognition accuracy of the proposed system with static or standard database is about 91.75% when tested with minimum 100 voice sample commands of a particular speaker. But, for real-time system, the accuracy is depending on the environmental situation and it will gives around 85-86% accuracy in worth. Recognition rate of each command from particular speaker is drawn that gives the accuracy of each command and command "ONE" shows 92% accuracy, "TWO" shows 90% accuracy, "THREE" shows 95% and "FOUR" shows 90% accuracy that is shown in figure 6. 
IV.CONCLUSION
The Speech recognition is the one of the popular and known task for several security related applications. During work with proposed system, variations in speaking rate, style and pitch are commonly faced issues from speech recognition system. In the proposed work, autocorrelation features using LPC coefficients are extracted from each command given by particular speaker. Later Back propagation neural network is used as classifier and for each command corresponding operation of power point application will activated and achieved the recognition accuracy is around 91.75%. In future, operations on any Desktop applications must work with effective and accurate and need to use this speech recognition system for more security, robustness and enabling different operations on real time applications. Since the proposed system work is on focusing only on authorized speaker can access the application and for each speaker, separate database is created for secure purpose using LPC coefficients. In future, other unique features are extracted from speech sample using different speech analyzer and increase the accuracy and robustness of the system.
